
transaction. These statements will provide a com
mon end point for the negotiation. Further, the 
common mission and vision must become the agen
da of the individual players, as well as the agenda of 
the team. Without a total commitment to the com
mon mission and vision, the players risk being lost in 
competing agendas and strategies. 
Respect and Trust Once the parties establish respect 
and trust, they can overcome significant barriers to 
the transaction and achieve seemingly impossible 
results. Those ventures which are marked by suspi
cion and recriminations between the parties are not 
successful. In one of my recent experiences we spent 
nearly 18 months developing a sense of teamwork 
among the collaborators. After diat we were able to 
move forward quickly and complete difficult negoti
ations that had previously been deemed impossible. 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
With diese three factors at work, I believe collabora
tive activities can be successful. Several other points 
are worth considering in the pursuit of collaborative 
ventures. 
Change Does Not Have to Mean Increased Size Proposed 
collaborative ventures may entail collapsing a system 
or making it more efficient. They do not have to 
involve expanding the organization either physically 
or financially. In this age of decreasing resources 
within healthcare systems, some of the more success
ful ventures will require downsizing the system 
rather than increasing its size. 
Deal with the Human Resources Issues Early and Often It is 
impossible to overemphasize the importance of dealing 

with the human resources component of proposed 
collaborative ventures early in the process. The litera
ture is replete with examples of ventures that made per
fect sense financially and had a well-developed vision 
but failed because the parries neglected to prepare the 
organization for the changes demanded by the pro
posed collaboration. Even while leaders are developing 
the broad concepts of a collaborative venture, die 
hurftan resources team needs to formulate strategies to 
address cultural changes resulting from the transaction, 
appropriate severance packages for employees inv olved, 
and overall communication tecliniques. 
Protecting the Ministry Is Not Enough In working on col
laborative activities between Catholic and non-
Catholic organizations, leaders must develop struc-
tures to move the ministry forward. Although we 
must protect the ministry, structures designed to 
protect can become a wall around die ministry rather 
than a vehicle to make it stronger and more effective. 
If we are to survive into the new century, our 
Catholic identity needs to be up front, flexible, and 
integrated with the operations of the organization. 
Thus mission integration, cultural transformation, 
and ethics must be vital considerations in developing 
a collaborative structure. 

Local Solutions I have found that the key to our suc
cess in collaborative ventures lies in solutions ham
mered out in local markets by committed, passion
ate negotiators who are rooted in the mission and 
vision of the venture. The obstacles they face are 
the same as those faced by odiers, but their success 
rate is high because they approach the future widi 
clarity and discipline. D 

Wary Travelers: A 
Reluctance to Collaborate 

In the healthcare field, Catholic providers have 
gained a reputation for shunning mergers with 
their own kind. Seminar speakers often joke that 

Catholic hospitals find it easier to many outside the 
faith, and many of us have suffered competitors' 
gloating with false sympathy that the Catholics would 
be formidable if only they could get togedier. 

Progress over the past two years, and deals in the 
works now, indicate that die hold-out period may he 
ending. The formation of Catholic Health Initiative, 
the merger of Daughters of Charity National Health 
System-West with Catholic Healthcare West 
(CHW), and a host of odicr affiliations signal the col

lapse of some of the old barriers. 
Despite all the recent progress, there is little doubt 

that Catholic healthcare organizations struggle with 
mergers, and for good reasons. Few decisions carry 
greater consequences or pose greater risks. If done 
right, mergers create a new, stronger entity. Unfortu
nately, die journey to strength strips away a piece of 
identity, imposes unfamiliar mechanisms for control, 
direatens devoted employees, and obliges confidence 
in an untested partner. 

Such changes also require fortitude to lead anxious 
stakeholders into the unknown. Even though affilia
tions undergo enormous scrutiny and are crafted in 
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painstaking detail, plan- ^^mm^^ Ironically, Catholic 
ning always falls short of m « healthcare providers 
certainty. Completing the • envision themselves as 
affiliation requires a dan- ^L Vi}t~nOi1C D r O V l C i e r S dealers, yet they grossly 
gerous crossing. No ^ ^ i — & " L underes t imate their 
wonder organizations own power to heal old 
hesitate. . . t • wounds and collabo-

underes t ima te thei r rate with paSt 1^. AS 
CRUSHED PETALS unlikely as it may seem, 
Pursuing this adventure competitors often do 
presents special chal- ^ K l l l f " * / t v ^ ^ r ^ l l o K r ^ r o l - F * unite in mergers. Usually, 
lenges for Cadiolic-spon- d U I U L y \XJ C U l I c l U U l d . L C m e y work together bril-
sored organizations be- liantly as soon as they 
cause they cherish values > gather behind common 
and corporate culture so \ \ n t j l O t l S t JTTVtllS goals, 
deeply. Like ever)' other X, 
field in the world today, MISMATCH OF STRUCTURE 
healthcare endures an AND MARKET 
endless cycle of change. Organizations struggle to Catholic healthcare organizations are characterized 
keep pace, particularly in adapting corporate culture by elaborate, hierarchical structures for control and 
to the new world and understanding how values will the exercise of stewardship responsibility. In most 
manifest themselves in die future. cases, these structures evolved in a different age. 

With challenges raining down from all sides, figur- when stewardship could be measured in three dimen-
ing out how to sustain values and hold true to mis- sions: mission compatibility, financial merit, and legal 
sion is hard enough. Discovering that the best soln- soundness. 
tion requires dependence on someone else com- In die contemporary world, good stewardship is 
pounds die problem. In die face of great uncertainty, measured on some additional scales, including market 
many prefer to rely on their own wits and tested solu- relevance, specialized business acumen, and adaptabili-
tions. Here lies the great dilemma. In our zeal to ty to unexpected events. Structures that promote con-
carry this wonderful flower into the future, are we trol and financial goals but ignore geographic market 
protecting the blossom, o r are we crushing it by realities or cling to the notion diat we can do it all are 
grasping too hard? not emblems of good stewardship. They are bad shoes 

for a nigged hike. While reluctance to let go of tested 
MlRROR, MIRROR solutions is unders tandable , leaders need to ask 
One reason some mergers fail is the difficulty of seeing whether the old structure measures up on all the 
ourselves as others do. When an organization's assess- dimensions of good stewardship. Does the exercise of 
ment of its strengths and weaknesses is out of balance, control prevent die exercise of good leadership? 
its perception of others' strengths and weaknesses also 
becomes skewed. Because values and culture are so NEVER SAY NEVER 
subjective, minor shades of difference magnify into Because mergers are so difficult, they are fraught with 
stark contrasts. Small details take on huge proportions, false starts. Although die collapse of negotiations is 
caning a gulf between potential partners. discouraging, frequently it is not final. The Daughters 

As the parties enter merger talks, it is impor- of Charity a n d C H W tried three times before success-
tant for them to step back and gain an outsider 's fully uniting in 1995. Many mergers have a similar 
view. Expectations built up over years of habitual history. If the deal is a good one, if it carries both par-
relationships need to be shaken. Parties in merger ties to their destination, they will weather die setbacks 
talks should try to articulate in comprehensive and learn from diem. 
detail the important characteristics of the prospec- Furthermore, even though the survival of Catiiolic 
tive par tner , and t h e n rank themselves on the healthcare depends on Catholic organizations corn-
same scale. Often facilitators can help organiza- ing together/or the rijjht reasons, the scope of collab-
t ions d o this well. They should review studies oration needs to extend to non-Catholic providers, 
that demonstrate how mission and values are Many of the barriers discussed here and by Phil Karst 
translated into action. By comparing mission apply to all mergers. American healthcare is turning 
effectiveness reports and social accountability up its roots as a social enterprise and planting the 
budgets, partners get to know each odier and them- seeds of business. To save healthcare as a ministry, 
selves. Conducting a thorough assessment of the Catholic providers must develop partnersliips with a 
potential to collaborate requires that we seek out variety of organizations. Crossing into the future 
mirrors that provide a balanced view. depends on it. a 
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